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CLAIM NO. G207817

ARNOLD ASHLOCK CLAIMANT

TYSON POULTRY, INC. RESPONDENT
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Smith, Sebastian County, Arkansas.

Claimant represented by KRISTOPHER RAMSFIELD, Attorney, Fort Smith,
Arkansas.

Respondents represented by DIANE GRAHAM, Attorney, Fort Smith,
Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On May 8, 2014, the above captioned claim came on for a

hearing at Fort Smith, Arkansas.   A pre-hearing conference was

conducted on February 19, 2014, and a pre-hearing order was filed

on March 13, 2014.   A copy of the pre-hearing order has been

marked Commission's Exhibit No. 1 and made a part of the record

without objection.

At the pre-hearing conference the parties agreed to the

following stipulations:

1. The Arkansas Workers' Compensation Commission has

jurisdiction of this claim.

2. On all relevant dates, the relationship of employee-

employer-carrier existed between the parties.
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3. The claimant is entitled to a weekly compensation rate of

$453 for temporary total disability and $340 for permanent partial

disability.

4. The respondents have controverted this claim in its

entirety.

By agreement of the parties the issues to litigate are limited

to the following:

1. Whether the claimant’s back injury on July 9, 2012, is a

compensable injury.

2. Whether the claimant is entitled to additional medical.

3. Whether the claimant is entitled to temporary total

disability benefits.

4. Whether the claimant’s attorney is entitled to an

attorney’s fee.

5. The respondents have raised the defense of lack of notice

until September 4, 2012.

Claimant’s contentions are:

“It is Claimant’s contention that Claimant
sustained a compensable injury arising out of
and in the course of employment with the
Respondent on or about 7/9/2012.  Claimant
contends entitlement to workers’ compensation
benefits as set forth in the issues response
in the Prehearing Memorandum, and
specifically, reasonable, necessary, and
related medical expenses; temporary total
disability benefits; ACA 11-9-505 benefits
(reserved); unpaid future medical benefits
that later become controverted (reserved);
permanent partial/total disability benefits
(reserved) and/or rehabilitation benefits
(reserved); and controverted attorney fees.
All other benefits are reserved under the
Act.”
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Respondents’ contentions are:

“Respondent denies that Claimant sustained a
compensable injury on July 9, 2012.  The
Claimant did not report any injury at such
time.  Claimant first reported an alleged
injury on September 4, 2012.  Claimant
apparently went to a doctor on his own prior
to reporting any injury.  He did not report a
work related injury to that doctor.

In the event that the Claimant used short term
disability benefits as well as the Tyson group
health insurance. A.C.A. §11-9-411 is
applicable in the event the Claimant is
ultimately found to have sustained a
compensable injury.”

The claimant, in this matter, is a fifty-three-year-old male

who was employed by the respondent to do service type work on

eighteen wheelers including changing tires, break work, and

welding.  The claimant described his job as one of heavY manual

labor.  The claimant alleges that he suffered a back injury on July

9, 2012.  Following is the claimant’s direct examination regarding

that allegation:

“Q.A ANow, I want you to go ahead and tell me
what exactly happened.AAThe incident where
you got hurt, what were you doing?AAJust tell
me everything that went on.

A.A AWell, I was mounting -- I took the truck
tire and you flip it over on your wheel.AAAnd
we always used our right knee to come down
on to get the first bead on and then you use
a bar for the second side.

Q.A AHow did you get hurt doing that?

A.A AI thought I hit this knee to start with,
but felt like -- I don't know.AAHitting your
funny bone is what it felt like, but maybe
a lot worse.

Q.A AWhat did you think you hit your knee on?
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A.A AThe wheel.AAThat's what I first thought.

Q.A ALike the rim?

A.A AUh-huh.

Q.A AOkay.AAAnd what part -- did you feel some
pain immediately or –

AA.A AYes, a sharp pain up my leg.AAAnd then it
felt like warm water running down my leg,
down my cheek and stuff.

AQ.A AThat was your right leg, right?

AA.A AYes.

Q.A AAnd was it just your knee that was
hurting or your whole leg?

A.A AWhole leg, down my cheek, the cheek of
my rear plumb down to my foot, my toes.

Q.A AAll the way down to your toes?

A.A AUh-huh.

THE COURT:AASir, I'll ask you to answer yes
or no.  I have a court reporter and she's
going to take down what you say, and
sometimes uh-huh and unh-unh gets confusing,
so, please, answer yes or no.

THE WITNESS:AAI'm sorry.

THE COURT:AAThat's fine.AAThank you.

Q.AA(BY MR. RAMSFIELD)A AAnd can you describe
-- I mean, other than it felt like water
running down your leg, was it like a burning
pain or sharp pain?

A.A ASharp pain.”

Again during cross examination, the claimant gave testimony

regarding his reporting of the July 9, 2012, injury.  Following is

that testimony:
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“Q.A AWell, when that happened, did you tell
anybody about it that day?

AA.A AI told Johnny Young.AAHe was my
leadman.AAI told him.AAI think that's all I
spoke to.

Q.A AOkay.AAAnd was there a policy about
reporting accidents at work?

AA.A AYes.

AQ.A AWhat are you supposed to do?

AA.A ATell your supervisor or your lead.

Q.A AAnd you say you told Johnny Young?

A.A AUh-huh, yes.

Q.A ADid anything come about after that?AADid
he follow up on that at all?

A.A ANo.

Q.A ADid you just continue working?

A.A AYes.”

On cross examination, the claimant was asked about a

deposition that he had previously given and about his testimony as

to whom he reported his alleged injury to.  Following are portions

of the claimant’s cross examination testimony:

Q.A ADo you remember me taking your
deposition in your attorney's office?

A.A AYes.

Q.A ADo you remember naming two people to me
that you reported this to.AAOne was David
Bean, who is a co-worker, correct?

A.A AUh-huh.

Q.A AIs that yes?
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A.A AYes.

Q.A AAnd the other was Shelly Turner, your
supervisor?

A.A AYes.

Q.A AOkay.AAYou didn't mention Johnny Young to
me?

A.A AWell, me and Johnny worked side by side
everything we done.

AQ.A AYou didn't mention to me reporting
anything to him, would you agree with that?

AA.A AYes.

Q.A AYou mentioned David Bean, a co-worker,
and you mentioned Shelly Turner, who was
your supervisor?

A.A AYes.

Q.A AAll right.AAAnd you reported this -- well,
what day of the week -- I know you didn't
know the day -- the date, but you knew what
day of the week this occurred.
What day of the week was it?

A.A AI believe it was on a Monday.

Q.A ADo you remember telling me in your
deposition it was a Tuesday?...

...Q.A AOh, okay.AAAll right.AAAnd you told
Shelly Turner that same day that this event
occurred and Shelly even asked you, you told
me in your deposition, "Are you going to be
all right?"AADo you remember that testimony?

AA.A ANo.

AQ.A AWell –

AA.A AA lot of times we talk things through,
you know.  We didn't hide nothing from each
other at work, you know.
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AQ.A AOkay.AAAll right.AAAnd I asked you, "What
did you tell Shelly Turner that you had
hurt?"AAAnd you said, "I'm not positive.AAI
think I told her I hurt my leg or my knee,
you know."AAAnd then I asked you, "And what
did Shelly Turner do when you told her you
hurt your leg at work?"  And you answered,
"Are you going to be all right" -- and had
quotes around it -- "you know, that's
all."AAIs that what Shelly Turner said to
you?AAThat's what you told me in your
deposition?

A.A AOkay.

Q.A ADo you remember her saying that to you
today sitting here?

A.A AYes.

Q.A AAll right.AAAnd you remember telling her
the same day or shortly thereafter about
this incident, is that right?

A.A AIt was after.

Q.A AAfter when?

A.A AIt was after the incident with my leg.

Q.A AWell, you wouldn't have told her before
because it hadn't happened.AAWhen after the
incident with your leg did you tell her?

AA.A AI'm not sure.

AQ.A AIt was before you talked to the nurse,
wasn't it?

AA.A ADo what?

AQ.A AIt was before you talked to the nurse,
wasn't it?

AA.A AYes.

AQ.A AAll right.AAAnd you finished your shift
that day that this incident you've told us
about happened, correct?
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A.A AYes.”

The respondents in this matter called Shelly Turner as a

witness.  The claimant had alleged that he reported this injury to

Shelly Turner.  Shelly Turner is employed by the respondent as a

service writer/fleet supervisor and testified at the hearing in

this matter.  Following is a portion of her direct examination

testimony:

“Q.A ADo you know Mr. Ashlock seated with
counsel?

A.A AYes, I do.

Q.A ADid you -- were you Mr. Ashlock's
supervisor back in 2012?

A.A AYes, I was.

Q.A AOkay.AAWhen did you first learn that Mr.
Ashlock was claiming a work-related injury?

A.A AWhen our nurse, Sandy Schluterman,
called me to try to research when he would
have put a tire on.AAIt was the 4th.

Q.A ADid Mr. Ashlock ever tell you that he
hurt himself at work mounting a tire?

A.A ANo.

Q.A ATo this day, has he ever told you that
he hurt himself at work mounting a tire?

A.A ANo.

Q.A ADid you fill out any workers'
compensation paperwork for Mr. Ashlock?

A.A AI did not.”
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On July 27, 2012, the claimant was seen by Dr. Roxanne

Marshall at the Marshall Medical Clinic in Clarksville, Arkansas.

Following is a portion of the medical record from that visit:

“Arnold presented to the clinic today as a new
patient stating that he has been having severe
pain in his neck and lower back.  He tells me
that he has also been having severe right knee
pain.  He works as a mechanic and states over
the years that the pain has gotten worse, but
in the last three weeks it has gotten really
bad.  He tells me that he is the stiffest in
the mornings or when he sits for a while, but
when he gets up and moves around he gets
better.  He states that he is normally
healthy.”

I note that the claimant failed to make any mention of his alleged

work related injury of July 9, 2012, during his visit with Dr.

Marshall.

On August 31, 2102, the claimant visited Thompson’s Family

Chiropractic.  At that time, the claimant filled out a new patient

registration form.  The new patient registration form is found at

Respondents’ Exhibit No. 1, Page 5.  One of the questions asked in

the form was, “Is this visit the result of an auto or work injury?

(Please explain).”  The claimant responded to that question by

handwriting “no.” I note that the claimant signed this document and

supplied other information for it.  In review of the medical

records from Thompson Family Chiropractic, I find no evidence that

the claimant reported a work-related injury or an incident

regarding changing a tire as the cause for his symptomatology or

difficulties.

On September 4, 2012, the claimant reported to the nurse’s

station at the respondent’s place of business.  At that time the
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claimant saw Registered Nurse Sandy Schluterman.  Nurse Schluterman

testified at the hearing in this matter and the following is a

portion of her nurse’s note from that day:

“Subjective: TM reports to OHS.  Reports he
has had right leg pain.  Reports he saw Dr.
Marshall first and took anti-inflammatory
medication for 4 weeks.  Reports that did not
really help so he called back and she called
in a prescription for pain medication, 90
pills.  TM reports he does not take pain
medication.  Reports the guys in the truck
stop told him to see a chiropractor.  Reports
he went to Dr. Thompson in Ozark last week, on
Thursday, and he felt like it did some good at
first stating “I felt like I was 17 again,”
but thinks that now the sharp pain in his leg
and behind his knee is worse.  TM reports the
chiropractor did not do any x-rays and “popped
everything” for him.  OHN questioned if TM
remember doing anything to cause pain.  TM
reports all he can think of is that he was in
the Tire Bay about 8 weeks ago putting a tire
back on a truck.  Reports he thinks it was
about 8 weeks ago because he took the anti-
inflammatory for 4 weeks and it happened 2
weeks before he went to Dr. Marshall’s.
Reports he uses his right knee to push the
bottom of the tire onto the wheel, he does not
remember an actual pain, but remembers
thinking “ I hit that pretty hard, harder than
I normally do.”  TM when he sits he is okay,
but when he gets up to walk around is when it
hurts again.  TM reports 2 days after putting
the tire back on he remembers that he “hobbled
around” but thought he was okay.  Then 2 weeks
later he had sharp pains that woke him up and
he could not sleep all night.  Reports the
pain is an 8-9 on a scale of 0-10 when
walking.  But he can tolerate the pain when
sitting.  Reports the pain is sometimes in his
right hip, but also normally at the back of
his knee and calf, on the lateral side of his
right leg.  TM reports after taking the anti-
inflammatory medications he felt like he was
not better and that was when he went to the
chiropractor 2 weeks later.  OHN explained
that with this timeline that it was possibly 8
weeks ago.  TM reports he does not know when
or what date it was when he was putting the
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tire back on.  TM reports he does not want to
be off work, have light duty, and does not
want to miss work to go to the doctor.  OHN
asked if TM wants her to take him to the
doctor.  TM reports yes and that he just wants
the pain to go away.  OHN questioned if TM had
a specific pain when mounting the tire.  TM
reports he did not have a specific pain, but
does not know what else he could have done to
cause this.  He does not recall anything
happening at home either.  TM reported several
times he has no idea when this happened or
what time.”

Nurse Schluterman testified that the claimant filled out a

workers’ compensation Form N and signed it.  The only portion of

the document the claimant didn’t complete was the portion for the

date and time he notified the employer of the accident.  Nurse

Schluterman testified that she filled in that portion by writing

“9/4/12" and “8:47 a.m.”  At the hearing Nurse Schulterman gave

testimony regarding her interaction with the claimant which

resulted in her nurse’s note.  The following is a portion of that

testimony:

“Q.A ATell us about the visit that you had
with Mr. Ashlock on September 4, 2012.

A.A AHe reported to my nursing station.AAHe
reported that he had right leg pain and that
he had seen Dr. Marshall first and had taken
anti-inflammatory medication for four weeks
for that right leg pain.

Q.A AWhat else did he tell you?

A.A AHe also said that he had gone to a Dr.
Thompson in Ozark the week prior to the 4th
of September and he had a sharp pain in his
leg and behind his knee and the chiropractor
popped everything for him is what he said.

AQ.A AWhat else did he tell you in that visit?
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AA.A AI asked if he had a specific pain when
mounting the tire and he reported that he
did not have a specific pain and he did not
know what else he could have done to have
caused the pain.AAHe could not recall
anything that had happened at home either.

Q.A AOkay.AADid he tell you in that discussion
that he attributed this pain that he had in
his right leg to mounting a tire at some
point?

A.A AHe was not sure what had happened.

Q.A ACould he think of anything else other
than mounting a tire when he was talking to
you?

A.A AHe could not think of anything else.AAHe
had no idea what had happened.

Q.A ADid he tell you when he mounted the tire
that he actually felt pain at that time?

A.A AHe did not have pain at the time of
mounting the tire.

Q.A AIn fact, he specifically told you he
didn't have pain at that time, is that
correct?

A.A AYes, correct.

Q.A ADid he tell you what date this supposed
incident occurred?

A.A AHe had no idea when it occurred.

Q.A ADid he tell you what time it occurred?

A.A ANo idea what time it had occurred.

Q.A AOkay.AADid you examine him?

A.A AI did.”

As the claimant was unable to convey a date that he believed

he was injured while mounting the tire, Nurse Schluterman contacted
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Shelly Turner, the claimant’s supervisor, to see if she could come

up with the possible date that the claimant was injured while

mounting a tire.  Nurse Schluterman indicated that Ms. Turner

maintains work orders that show the activities of the employees on

a daily basis.  A work order indicated that the claimant had

mounted a tire on Monday, July 9, 2012.  I note that both the Form

N that was completed by the claimant and the Team Member Statement

of Illness (those documents are found at Respondent’s Exhibit 2,

pages 2, 3, & 4) lack a date of injury.  This is consistent with

Nurse Schluterman’s testimony that the claimant had no idea as to

the date of his alleged injury.  The July 9, 2012, date was used

due to Nurse Schluterman’s investigation and Shelly Turner’s work

orders as they were able to determine that the claimant had at

least mounted a tire on that given date.

On September 19, 2012, the claimant is seen at the Clarksville

Medical Group by Dr. Kim Graves.  This is the first report to a

medical provider other than Nurse Schluterman on September 4, 2012,

that the claimant relates his back difficulties to a work-related

injury sustained while mounting a tire.  Dr. Graves recommends, in

her medical record, that the claimant receive an MRI of the lumbar

spine and indicates that she is going to attempt to get him pre-

certified for that MRI.  

The claimant does eventually receive an MRI.  That MRI was

done at the Johnson Regional Medical Center in Clarksville,

Arkansas on November 16, 2012.  The Impression section of that

medical record states, “(1) Large right paracentral disc protrusion
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at L4-5.”  Dr. Mason referred the claimant to Dr. Kenneth

Rosenzweig for epidural steroid injections for his back

difficulties. Those epidural steroid injections did not have the

results desired and the claimant was referred back to Dr. Mason who

recommended surgical intervention in the form of a right L4-5

laminectomy and diskectomy.  Dr. Mason, in a progress note found at

Claimant’s Exhibit 1, Page 40, states, “Based on his description of

his events, the disc herniation occurred at the time of his

original injury when he was working on 07/2012.”  However, Dr.

Mason also signed a letter To Whom It May Concern and dated April

17, 2014, which states, “My opinion that Arnold Ashlock’s disc

herniation occurred in July, 2012 while he was working is based

upon the history that Mr. Ashlock related to me.”

A letter was sent from the respondent’s attorney to Dr.

Rosenzweig on April 1, 2014.  That letter asked for clarification

about Dr. Rosenzweig’s May 28, 2013, office note and questions

whether Dr. Rosenzweig formed his opinion that the claimant’s

difficulties are related to his alleged work place injury are based

on a history provided to him by Mr. Ashlock.

Dr. Rosenzweig authored a letter dated April 30, 2014, to the

respondent’s attorney.  In that letter he does make reference and

clarifications to errors in his earlier medical record and states

as follows: 

“Will also attach the signed form you have
provided, indicating that it is my medical
opinion that Mr. Ashlock did sustain a work-
related injury on or about July 9th, 2012,
which is/was the major cause of his need for
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medical treatment and any resulting
disability.

During an office visit, the information that
is relayed to me, from the patient, along with
my physical examination and years of training,
as well as any pertinent medical records,
which can consist of previous treating
physicians or diagnostic testing, is the basis
of which my opinions are formed.  I do believe
that Mr. Ashlock sustained a legitimate work-
related injury, on or about July 9th, 2012,
which all conservative treatment to date has
failed, and is most likely a surgical
candidate, with objective findings on the 2012
lumbar spine MRI, that do correlate with his
subjective findings.  I have recommended that
Mr. Ashlock return to Dr. Mason, neurosurgeon,
for definitive surgical treatment, of this
very symptomatic disc herniation.”

I also note that the claimant did undergo an MRI back in 2000

which is found at Claimant’s Exhibit No. 2, Page 1.  The Impression

from that medical record indicates, “No acute process.”

There is no doubt that the claimant can prove the existence of

objective medical findings through the MRIs that show a right-sided

paracentral disc herniation at L4-5.  However, the claimant must

also show a causal connection between his alleged July 9, 2012,

work-related injury and those objective medical findings.  Here,

the claimant is unable to do so.  I do recognize that both Dr.

Rosenzweig and Dr. Mason have indicated that they believe his

difficulties are due to his work-related injury; however, it is

clear that both Dr. Rosenzweig and Dr. Mason relied on the history

provided to them by the claimant.  I believe that history of the

alleged accident of July 9, 2012, is not credible.  

The claimant was inconsistent in his testimony at the hearing

versus his deposition.  The claimant indicated in his deposition
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that he reported to Shelly Turner, his supervisor, about his injury

on that day.  However, Shelly Turner credibly testified that the

claimant did not and has never reported a work-related injury to

her.  The claimant, at the hearing, failed to testify that he

reported that injury to Shelly Turner on direct examination and

instead alleged that he had reported the injury to a co-worker

named Johnny Young.

The claimant also failed to tell the first two medical

providers that he came into contact with after his alleged work-

related injury that he had suffered a work-related injury.  In

fact, the claimant filled out a form for Thompson Family

Chiropractic which clearly, in his own handwriting, indicated that

no work-related injury had occurred.  The first time claimant made

any indication of work-related difficulties was to Nurse

Schulterman on September 4, 2012.  At that time, it is clear from

Ms. Schulterman’s testimony and work notes that the claimant was

very uncertain about when this alleged injury had occurred and if

the tire mounting incident was even the basis for his alleged back

difficulties.  It is the claimant’s burden to prove the causal

connection between the objective medical findings and his alleged

July 9, 2012, injury.  Here, the claimant has simply failed to do

so.  

From a review of the record as a whole, to include medical

reports, documents, and other matters properly before the

Commission, and having had an opportunity to hear the testimony of

the witness and to observe his demeanor, the following findings of
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fact and conclusions of law are made in accordance with A.C.A. §11-

9-704:

FINDINGS OF FACT & CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The stipulations agreed to by the parties at the pre-

hearing conference conducted on February 19, 2014, and contained in

a pre-hearing order filed March 13, 2014, are hereby accepted as

fact.

2.  That the claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance

of the evidence that he sustained a compensable injury on or about

July 9, 2012.

3.   That the claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance

of the evidence that he is entitled to any medical treatment in

this matter.

4.   That the claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance

of the evidence that he is entitled to any temporary total

disability benefits.

5.   That the claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance

of the evidence that his attorney is entitled to an attorney’s fee

in this matter. 

ORDER

Pursuant to the above findings and conclusions, I have no

alternative but to deny this claim in its entirety.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

_________________________
     ERIC PAUL WELLS
 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE


